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BACKGROUND

The Evaluation Problem
What makes XAI evaluation fascinating, difficult and important?
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The evaluation outcome I(f, e, q) can be modelled as follows:

I(f, e, q) = q (e (f (x)))

where f is a model f : ℝ  → ℝ   , φ is a local, feature attribution method φ : ℝ  → ℝ  and
q is a quality estimator q : ℝ        → ℝ 
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Related Works
Various ideas have been proposed to circumvent the lack of ground  truth 

BACKGROUND

Simulated labels e.g., Yang et al., 2019 and Arras et al., 2020, known artefacts e.g., Zhou et al, 2021 or
actual truths e.g., Jin et al., 2022 (with MRI data)

Unit testing or sanity checks e.g., Adebayo et al., 2018 and Sixt et al., 2020

Quantify fulfilment against human-centred properties e.g., Nguyen et al., 2020, Montavon et al., 2018

Axiomatic evaluation e.g., Sundararajan et al., 2017, Kindermans et al., 2017

Relying on built-in interpretability/ self-explainable mechanisms e.g., Ghorbani et al., 2019, Rudin 2019

Growing pains - an over-reliance on qualitative analysis and one-sided, methodologically 
questionable evaluation procedures, leading to confusion and blocks SOTA benchmarking
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.09701
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.07258.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.14403
https://www2.cs.sfu.ca/~hamarneh/ecopy/aaai2022.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.03292.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.09818
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.07584
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1051200417302385
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.01365
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.00867
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.03129
https://www.nature.com/articles/s42256-019-0048-x


Faithfulness (↑) quantifies to what extent
explanations follow the predictive behaviour of
the model, asserting that more important
features affect model decisions more strongly

Robustness (↓) measures to what extent
explanations are stable when subject to slight
perturbations in the input, assuming that the
model output approximately stayed the same

Randomisation (↑) tests to what extent
explanations deteriorate as the data labels or
the model, e.g., its parameters are increasingly
randomised

Explanation properties

 

Which are some explanation properties to test explanation functions against?

LIBRARY OVERVIEW

Localisation (↑) tests if the explainable
evidence is centred around a region of interest,
which may be defined around an object by a
bounding box, a segmentation mask or a cell
within a grid

Complexity (↓) captures to what extent
explanations are concise, i.e., that few features
are used to explain a model prediction

Axiomatic (↑) measures if explanations fulfill
certain axiomatic properties

QUANTUSBACKGROUND
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Quantus



Project motivation

 

Provide researchers with tools to automatically yet responsibly 
evaluate performance of explanation methods, towards more reproducibility 

QUANTUS

a) Visual comparative analysis usually falls short. Quantus fills this gap, by providing b) a holistic snapshot of how
different explanation methods rank and c) ways to investigate the influence of metrics' parameterisation on ranking. 

https://github.com/understandable-machine-
intelligence-lab/Quantus
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Library content

 

An XAI Python quantification open-source toolkit for ML practioners and deep learners 

QUANTUS

Hedström et al., "Quantus: an explainable AI toolkit for responsible evaluation of neural network explanations"
- arXiv preprint arXiv:2202.06861 (2022)

Offers more than 30+ metrics in 6 categories for
XAI evaluation

Provides tutorials and API reference for
developers and non-developers

Includes an abstract layer for popular deep
learning frameworks: PyTorch and Tensorflow

Supports different data domains (image, time-
series, tabular data), NLP next up! 
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Syntax: easy but customisable

 

Evaluate XAI methods in a one-liner or compute scores with quantus.evaluate()

__init__ the metric in one go

score xAI methods using __call__

plot() to visualise some results

QUANTUS
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LIBRARY OVERVIEWQUANTUS

Software design principles

 

base Metric, PerturbationMetric classes
provides common functionality to build upon

Any metric can be flexibly parameterised as
per user preference

Emphasise thoughtfulness in application with
warnings and checks

Easily extendable to add your own metric (see
Developer Documentation)

Comprehensive API documentation at
readthedocs.org

https://github.com/understandable-machine-intelligence-lab/Quantus

Quantus is designed to be highly customisable and easily extendable
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https://quantus.readthedocs.io/en/latest/docs_dev/CONTRIBUTING.html
https://quantus.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://quantus.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/understandable-machine-intelligence-lab/Quantus


 

 

Learn more
Preprint available on arxiv (under revision), code at Github and API documentation

LIBRARY OVERVIEWQUANTUS

What to contribute? Check out our issues!
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.06861.pdf
https://github.com/understandable-machine-intelligence-lab/Quantus
https://quantus.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/understandable-machine-intelligence-lab/Quantus/issues


Quantus is built to help xAI researchers toward more
standardised, speedy and transparent evaluation
schemes, for more reproducibility in our field

What to contribute? Check out our issues!

Summary

 

SUMMARY + Q&AQUANTUS
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https://github.com/understandable-machine-intelligence-lab/Quantus/issues
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